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COFFEE: ETHIOPIA'S SPECIALITY SECTOR BLOSSOMS 

 

(08.04.2014- The African Report) 

   

Sorting the beans by hand ensures the quality prized by speciality consumers. Photo©Per-Anders 

Pettersson/CorbisThe coffee sector is beginning to resemble the wine market, with buyers willing to 

pay a premium for crops that reflect local climates and harvesting techniques.  

Stumptown Coffee Roasters from Portland, Oregon is one of a growing number of speciality coffee 

traders beating a path to Ethiopia in search of the world's best beans. 

"The flavours that you find in the cup are flavours that you can't find anywhere else in the world... 

Combinations of floral and different types of fruits. 

"A really beautiful balance between liveliness and acidity. Good body. Good sweetness," raves Adam 

McClellan, a green coffee buyer for the company. 

McClellan's use of language more often associated with viticulture is not mere pretence. 

With more than 1,200 identified chemical compounds in coffee, connoisseurs argue that the 

flavours and aromas of the very best coffee are equal to those of the finest wine. 

Cafe clientele around the world are enjoying the pleasures of a good cup of coffee and are willing to 

pay a premium for it. 

"For consumers to have something that tastes quite different with those floral aromatics and really 

sweet interesting flavours, it allows them to really see coffee as being something other than an 

everyday cheap commodity," McClellan insists. 

The term 'speciality coffee' was coined in 1978 and refers to beans grown in climates that have a 

distinct and superior taste. 

This is related to the winemaking concept of terroir, at the core of which is the assumption that the 

characteristics and qualities of individual wines are derived from local conditions. 

Ethiopia, long considered the birthplace of Coffea arabica, is thought by many to have some of the 

best growing environments. 

"It's essentially where everything began, so you have amazing evolutionary adaptation of the 

plant," says Phil Robertson, the co-founder of the Calgary-based Phil & Sebastian Coffee Roasters. 

"The varietals have had so much time to adapt and that just gives them an incredible leg-up." 
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High altitude beans 

Gedeo Zone in southern Ethiopia is considered by some to be where the world's best coffee is 

found. 

Types like Sidama and Yirgacheffe – made popular by coffee giant Starbucks – grow there. 

"The reason great coffee comes from here is because of its extremely high altitude," Robertson 

explains, adding that the complex and dynamic flavours are due to the wide variation between day 

and night-time temperatures, which can double the length of maturation of the fruit. 

But many traders say Ethiopian coffee has not yet reached its full potential in terms of quality and 

the volumes supplied to the speciality sector. 

It is estimated that just 1% of Ethiopia's coffee exports are sold as speciality coffee. 

Robertson says he would like to see a 10-fold increase in the figure. 

To achieve this, problems and inefficiencies in the processing and traceability need to be addressed. 

The example of the Duromina cooperative – formed in south- west Ethiopia by about 100 of the 

country's estimated one million smallholder coffee farmers – shows what a focus on quality could 

do for the industry at large. 

Ansha Yassin, marketing manager at TechnoServe, explains that before the non-governmental 

organisation started working with Duromina in 2010, coffee from the area was fetching some of the 

lowest prices in country. 

By improving agronomic practices, harvesting only the ripe, red coffee cherries and installing a wet 

mill, Duromina was able to sell its 71tn harvest of green coffee in 2012 for an average of $3.86 per 

pound – 65% above the average international price. 

Traceability 

One of the additional advantages Duromina has over other Ethiopian coffee is its traceability. 

The ability to pinpoint a healthy, responsible and sustainable supply chain is highly prized in the 

speciality sector. 

The Ethiopia Commodity Exchange (ECX), launched in 2008, transformed the way in which most 

Ethiopia coffee is traded. 

This has been to the detriment of the speciality sector. 

For the ECX, all coffee from Jimma is interchangeable, making it impossible to identify unique 

varieties. 

By selling through the Oromia Coffee Farmers Co-operative Union, Duromina sells directly to 

roasters. 

Under the ECX system, the farmer loses out. 

Many of them are now switching to growing the stimulant khat because it gener- ates larger 

incomes. 
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"You've got togivefarmersanincentive,"says Michael Mamo, managing director of Addis Exporter, a 

long-established green coffee trader. 

"If I'm working really hard and preparing a top-end coffee, then I should get rewarded for that." 

Mamo is confident that change will come: "The ECX is working towards a direct speciality trade, and 

the government is definitely trying to address it because coffee is very important to the economy of 

Ethiopia."  
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DIGA SUL NILO, CHIESE ORTODOSSE TENTANO MEDIAZIONE 

 

EGITTO/ETIOPIA – Il patriarca Abune Mathias della Chiesa ortodossa etiope si recherà nei prossimi 

giorni al Cairo su invito del pope Tawadros II della Chiesa ortodossa copta, in una visita che con 

importanti risvolti diplomatici tra Etiopia ed Egitto. 

 

(9.4.2014 – Notiziario InfoAfrica)  

 

Secondo il quotidiano in lingua araba ‘Azzaman’, i capi delle due chiese ortodosse valuteranno la 

possibilità di avviare una serie di colloqui con le rispettive autorità governative ed individuare una 

soluzione politica alla disputa sul Nilo Azzurro, causata dalla decisione di Addis Abeba di costruire 

una diga sul corso d’acqua che si ritiene possa avere conseguenze negative sulla portata d’acqua 

del fiume. 

 

Diversi incontri tra gli esponenti di governo dei due paesi si sono già svolti nei mesi scorsi, sia a 

livello ministeriale che a livello presidenziale, ma tutti sono terminati con le parti che rimanevano 

sulle rispettive posizioni. Nel frattempo, mentre si avvicina la data delle elezioni presidenziali in 

Egitto, il tema appare sempre più spesso come argomento di campagna elettorale con diversi 

esponenti politici egiziani disposti a pronunciare infiammate dichiarazioni nei confronti del governo 

di Addis Abeba. 

 

A separare Etiopia ed Egitto è in particolare la decisione su quale accordo internazionale dev’essere 

preso in considerazione riguardo la suddivisione delle quote d’acque spettanti a ciascun paese del 

bacino del Nilo. 

 

L’Egitto fa infatti riferimento ad un accordo siglato nel 1959 con il Sudan che assegna al Cairo più 

dei due terzi dell’intera portata d’acqua del Nilo. Addis Abeba ribadisce invece come punto di 

partenza l’accordo siglato ad Entebbe nel 2011 con Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania e Burundi – 

ma duramente respinto da Egitto e Sudan – che rivede le quote in modo maggiormente favorevole 

ai paesi presenti nel corso inferiore del fiume. [MV] 
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SUGAR FACTORY EXPANSION PROJECT NEARING COMPLETION 

 

(08.04.2014- Walta Information Center)  

 

The Wonji Shoa Sugar Factory expansion project expected to produce 8,000 quintal per day is 98 

per cent complete. 

Factory Production Section Manager Ayele Taddesse told Ethiopian Press Agency reporters recently 

that the expansion project is the biggest next to Finchaa Sugar Factory. It has installed modern 

sugarcane crushing plant to produce 173, 946 tonnes of sugar and 10,299 m3 annually. 

He also said that the expansion project is being undertaken at a cost of 300 million USD loan 

obtained from India. 

Presently, the factory produces up to 5,000 quintals of sugar daily. The factory is now undertaking 

both sugar production and expansion simultaneously and is scheduled to go fully operational in two 

or three months time, he added. 

 

Currently, the factory has planted sugarcane on 17,000 hectares of land. Close to 11,000 hectares 

of land is covered in collaboration with organized farmers, Ayele said, adding the remaining 6,000 

hectares is covered under its direct supervision. 

It offers training and other assistance to encourage farmers to increase the sugarcane supply. 

The sugarcane production project has been carried out at Wakie Tiyo, Wolenchiti and Dodota areas, 

he added. 

Ayele further indicated that the factory has a daily 30MW generating capacity out of which two third 

would be sold to Ethiopian Electric Power (EEP) consuming the rest in sugar production.  

Though the factory has installed machinery to produce ethanol, it has not entered production phase 

due to shortage of molasses, Ayele added. 

According to Factory Public Mobilization Coordinator Lopiso Haile, the factory has been undertaking 

the expansion work since 2009. At present, the factory employs 6,000 workers on permanent and 

causal basis. 

 

The factory benefits the rural community in the area directly or indirectly. They are engaged in 

sugarcane production which they supply to the factory. They also benefit from infrastructural 

development in the area.  
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Currently, water supply and irrigation schemes, schools and health facilities are being undertaken in 

three surrounding woredas at a cost of 15 million birr. The factory is also organizing and offering 

training for jobless youth to provide them temporary job opportunity, he added. (EH) 
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AMIBARA ROTATES CROP FOCUS FROM COTTON TO CANE 

 

The farm will supply cane to Kessem - one of six new government-led Sugar Factories 

to start production next year 

 

(06.04.2014 – Addis Fortune) 

 

The Amibara Business Group has halted cotton production on its 6,000ha Middle Awash Agricultural 

Development farm, in favour of supplying sugarcane to the Kessem Sugar Factory, which is 

currently under construction. 

 

The Factory could be completed sometime in 2014/15. It is one of a total of six sugar factories the 

government plans to make operational next year. These six factories could increase sugar 

production from 500,000tn to 1.85 million tonnes, according to the plan. 

 

The Middle Awash farm is located 33 kilometres from the factory site, in an area where there are no 

other commercial farms, according to Kaba Mergia, general manager of kesem Sugar Factory. Once 

a state farm, Amibara purchased the business from the Privatisation & Public Enterprises 

Supervising Agency (PPESA) for 351 million Br in 2010/11. 

The offer for the supply of sugarcane came from the Factory, which already has a 20,000ha farm of 

its own. According to the agreement Amibara signed with the factory, the business group will 

supply a total of 840,000tns of sugar at a price of 50 Br a quintal. Yusuf Omar, managing director 

of Amibara and Kaba Mergia, signed the agreement on March 27, 2014, at the office of the 

Ethiopian Sugar Corporation (ESC), located next to the Ministry of Trade (MoT) on Marshal Tito 

Street. 

This rate is the same as what the Wonji Sugar Factory is paying to local farmers, who have 

switched from other crops to sugarcane production, in order to supply the factory. Amibara’s 

agreement will give it three years of guaranteed sales, which could be more lucrative than the more 

unreliable cotton market. 

 

Cotton enjoyed prices of 1,930 dollars a metric tonne in the international market, in 2011, only to 

go down to 1,694 dollars in 2013. Latest figures for 2014, according to Index Mundi, indicate an  
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international price of 2,073 dollars a tonne. With cotton yields varying between 19qt and 30qt a 

hectare, Amibara’s farm could yield on average around the same revenue as it does from its latest 

sugar cane deal, if not more. It could make 540 million Br from the sale of sugarcane, if production 

goes ahead as planned. 

 

Amibara, which owns a portfolio of 11 companies, including Gelista Agricultural Development, 

Amibara General Aviation Service, Addis Modjo Edible Oil Complex and Amibara AgroChemicals, 

with a combined capital of 700 million Br, opted for the deal with the Sugar Corporation because of 

its desire to move into the sugar production business, says Yusuf, explaining his company’s decision 

to turn this particular farm away from cotton just two years after acquiring it. The Business Group, 

which employs over 3,000 permanent and 10,000 temporary workers, cultivates mainly cotton from 

around 13,000ha of farms in different parts of the country. 

The Company began planting sugarcane a month ahead of the agreement, covering 60ha a day, 

says Yusuf, expecting its harvest in 14 months. 

The construction of Kessem, located in the Awash Fentalle and Dulecha woredas of Afar Region, 

started in the 2012/13 fiscal year and is planned to be finalised next year, according to Zemedkun 

Tekle, corporate communications head of the Corporation. 

Kessem is cultivating sugar cane on 20,000ha of land it owns, encircling areas known as Kessem 

and Bolhomon. The plantation field gets its water supply from the Kessem-Kebena Dam, built on 

the Kebena River. This has a capacity to hold 500 million cubic metres of water. 

The factory is expected to start production in the next fiscal year, with a capacity of 153,000tns, 

gradually pushing towards its potential of 260,000tns. It could also produce up to 30,000 cubic 

metres of ethanol.. The overall project cost is around 4.2 billion Br. 

The other state sugar factories in the making include – Kuraz One (in South Omo Zone of the 

Southern Region), Tana Beles One and Two (in Amhara), Tendaho One and Two (in Afar) and Arjo 

Dedessa (in Oromia). These are all expected to begin production during the coming fiscal year. The 

sugar corporation says that “Wolkait, Beles 3, as well as the Kuraz 2 and 3 sugar factories, are 

expected to enter production in the first year of the second chapter of the GTP – 2008, in the 

Ethiopian calender.” 

 

Ethiopia’s production will jump up from 232,000tns a year, in the 2012/13 fiscal year, to nearly 1.6 

million tonnes by 2014/15, the Corporation says on its website.  
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ETHIOPIA TO BUILD GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANT IN JULY 

 

(08.04.2014- Walta Information Center)  

 

Ethiopia will build a 1000-megawatt geothermal power plant in July, Alemayehu Tegenu, minister of 

water, irrigation and energy, said Monday. 

The Korbete Power Plant, to be built in the Afar Regional State at a cost of some $2 billion, is 

expected to be fully operational within six years. 

During its first phase, the plant will be able to generate 500 megawatts. (www.turkishpress.com) 
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ASTER MAMO ELECTED DEPUTY PM, CIVIL SERVICE MINISTER 

 

(08.04.2014- Walta Information Center)  

 

Aster Mamo was elected good governance reform cluster coordinator with the rank of deputy prime 

minister and minister of civil service. 

Aster replaced Muktar Kedir, who was recently elected Chief Administrator of the Oromia Regional 

State after the passing away of Alemayehu Atomsa. 

Aster, executive committee member of OPDO, has first degree in Language and Literature as well 

as second degree in Organizational Leadership.  

The appointment makes her the first woman to be appointed to serve with the rank of such senior 

post. 

Prior to her appointment, Aster had served among others, Speaker of Oromia Regional State 

Council, Youths and Sport Minister and Government Chief Whip. 
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ETHIOPIA'S NEW STADIUM DEAL GOES TO QATAR, AUSTRALIA CONSORTIUM 

 

(09.04.2014 – Walta Information Center)  

 

Ethiopia’s to FIFA/Olympic-standard stadium is to be built by a Qatar and Australia consortium, the 

Doha-based Australian company Designsport said in a statement.The company, in partnership with 

local Ethiopian architects JDAW, won the bid based on its design for a sunken arena for a new 

national stadium and sports village in the Ethiopian capital, Addis Ababa. 

 

According to TradeArabia news, the stadium evokes “Ethiopia’s world-famous excavated 

architecture and the ‘Mother womb’, the skeleton of one of the first humans, Lucy, who is about 3.2 

million years old.” 

The stadium will be designed and erected in the likeness of a coffee bean, highlighting the country’s 

main source of income. 

“The façade material that wraps around the stadium was similarly inspired by Ethiopian culture, 

modeled on the Massob, an Ethiopian communal serving basket made from woven grass,” the 

companies’ said. Construction is scheduled to begin in 2014 and will be the largest sports structure 

in the country. 

Samantha Cotterell, CEO of Designsport, a consultancy specializing in sport architecture and event 

design, who led the bid, said: “The brief was to design a center that would revitalize sport in 

Ethiopia. The result is a sports venue which can be used by all. It is for community use at a grass 

roots level right through to providing a high performance training center for elite athletes and a 

location for major international sporting events.” 

 

Chris Bosse, who led the design team, and is a director of Lava, said: “We have gone back to the 

very origin of stadium design with the sunken arena surrounded by grandstands formed from 

excavated material. 

 

“The man-made crater is a clever remodeling of the existing terrain, integrating facilities within the 

landscape. It is an efficient use of space which optimizes the site’s environmental performance 

while minimizing construction costs.” (geeskaafrika.com)  
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DJIBOUTI 

WAR REPORTING WORKSHOP HELD IN DJIBOUTI 

 

A three-day workshop on war reporting and international humanitarian law concluded 

Tuesday (April 8th) in Djibouti, the Djiboutian Information Agency reported. 

 

 (08.04.2014 – Sahabi)  

 

AMISOM highlights Djiboutian successes in Somalia Djiboutian Red Crescent distributes water-

storage equipment in Layableh Disaster management workshop concludes in Djibouti 

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the Djiboutian Red Crescent (CRD) co-

sponsored the workshop, which was open to Djiboutian media professionals. 

 

Kenedid Ibrahim Hussein, president of the Print and Audio-visual Workers' Union of Djibouti, praised 

the collaboration between the ICRC and the CRD that made the workshop possible. 

 

"Djiboutian journalists are increasingly being called on to provide broad coverage of the 

peacekeeping operations undertaken … by the Djiboutian armed forces under [the African Union 

Mission] in Somalia," Hussein said. "This can put them in danger." 

 

"This calls for professional organisations to take steps to guard against the risk of attack by armed 

al-Shabaab terror groups."  
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SOUTH SUDAN 

SOUTH SUDAN PEACE MUST BE SAFEGUARDED – KIBAKI 

 

Speaking after receiving a commendation from IGAD, the former President said leaders 

of the warring factions must be ready to make sacrifices for the sake of peace in the 

world's youngest nation.  

 

(April 8, 2014 – Capita News) 

 

Former President Mwai Kibaki on Tuesday urged Inter-Government on Authority Development 

(IGAD) member states not to relent in their efforts of finding a peaceful solution to the South Sudan 

conflict, which was sparked by fighting in December last year leading to deaths and displacements 

of thousands. 

Speaking after receiving a commendation from IGAD, the former President said leaders of the 

warring factions must be ready to make sacrifices for the sake of peace in the world’s youngest 

nation. 

 

“This is a smaller matter than the creation of South Sudan and I know that crisis which we have, we 

shall find a solution because there is no way of avoiding it, even if personal reasons between those 

who are dealing with that matter is preventing them from seeing what little they are called upon to 

sacrifice,” he said. 

 

“Like all great decisions, there is always a certain measure of sacrifice (which) each individual who 

is involved, is called upon to make here and there.” 

Kibaki described the signing of the 2004 Comprehensive Peace Agreement which led to the end of a 

40-year civil war and subsequent independence of South Sudan as one of the major achievements 

the regional body has been able to oversee. 

“The fact that we were at that moment signing an agreement, gave a lot of us who were involved 

in these matters plenty of joy; in the sense that for a long time we had felt they required to get 

there,” the former Head of State recalled. 

President Uhuru Kenyatta is among regional leaders who have been spearheading peace in South 

Sudan where his counterpart Salva Kiir accused his former Vice President Riek Machar of attempting 

to overthrow him. 
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Kibaki warned that the ongoing unrest in South Sudan, if it unchecked, would create millions of 

internally displaced persons and refugees and a setback to regional development. 

“I feel very sad that we are discussing, fighting and quarrelling with each other, and refusing to use 

that brain….yet you see the people who live in that Sudan and others trying to move to other 

regions not because they want to but because they see the challenge as very serious and they don’t 

see it being solved quickly,” Kibaki mourned. 

 

He stressed that African ideas and contributions will be key to a successful dialogue in South Sudan. 

Kibaki added: “IGAD and other regional bodies have a more significant role to play not only in 

securing permanent peace, but also in promoting trade, real regional socio-economic integration 

and interconnectivity between member states.” 

The former Head of State added the Lamu Port South Sudan Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) project 

as a monumental developmental vehicle with the capacity to change the economic prospects of the 

entire IGAD region. 

 

IGAD was established in 1986 as a regional body that succeeded the earlier Intergovernmental 

Authority on Drought and Development (IGADD), a multinational body founded with a focus on 

development and environmental control with a membership of eight countries that include Djibouti, 

Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan, Uganda, Kenya, South Sudan and Eritrea. 

 

Tuesday’s function was the former president’s inaugural official engagement at his new private 

office in Nyari Estate. The award recognises the former President for his contribution to regional 

economic integration, peace, security and development in the Horn of Africa. 

 

IGAD Executive Secretary Ambassador Mahboub Maalim said a 50-page pictorial book showcasing 

his legacy and the period he served as the chairman of IGAD (2006 -2008) and a medal will 

demonstrate the gratitude of the people of IGAD member states.   
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US SANCTIONS DON'T WORRY SOUTH SUDAN GOVERNMENT, REBELS 

 

(08.04.2014 – Voice of America) 

 

South Sudanese government officials and rebels said Tuesday in separate interviews that the threat 

of U.S. sanctions did not worry them because their side was neither blocking the peace process nor 

responsible for the violence that has consumed the country for nearly four months. 

 

Foreign Affairs Ministry spokesman Mawien Makol Arik told VOA that the executive order signed late 

Thursday by U.S. President Barack Obama was unnecessary and could damage relations between 

Washington and Juba. 

 

“The government has not violated any human rights. Instead, it is the government protecting 

civilians," he said. 

"For the U.S. to put sanctions on things that have no tangible proof, we are saying as a 

government, this is not good. It will not be good for the two countries, the United States and South 

Sudan,” Arik said. 

 

The executive order threatens to freeze the assets of and impose travel bans to the United States 

on anyone found to have committed or fomented violence in South Sudan, to have undermined 

peace and security in the country, or to have blocked the peace talks. Jack Lew, the Treasury 

Secretary, and Secretary of State John Kerry will determine who will have sanctions imposed on 

them. 

 

Although the order names no one specifically, it does say that leaders of "an entity, including any 

government, rebel militia, or other group, that has, or whose members have engaged in" any of the 

blacklisted "activities" will face sanctions. 

 

A spokesman for anti-government forces allied to former vice president Riek Machar said the U.S. 

threat of targeted sanctions would not impact anyone on the rebel side. 
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"We are not worried. We have not been obstructing the peace process," Brigadier General Lul Ruai 

Koang told VOA in an interview by satellite phone from Addis Ababa, where talks to end South 

Sudan's four-month-old conflict have been put on hold until the end of this month. "It is the 

government that should be worried."   

Negotiators at South Sudan peace talks in Addis Ababa review a draft cessation of hostilities 

agreement on Jan. 13, 2014. 

Negotiators at South Sudan peace talks in Addis Ababa review a draft cessation of hostilities 

agreement on Jan. 13, 2014. 

Peace talks, which began in January, have achieved little other than a cessation of hostilities 

agreement that has been repeatedly violated since it was signed, and a demand to expedite the 

release of 11 politicians who were detained when fighting broke out on December 15. 

 

Seven of the political detainees were released to the custody of Kenyan officials but four others 

remain in detention and are currently appearing before a special court in Juba to determine if the 

government can bring treason charges against them. 

Ruai said the peace talks stalled because government negotiators refused to allow the freed political 

detainees to have a place at the negotiating table. 

 

"The government keeps on changing the rule book whenever a solution is about to be found," he 

said. 

Ruai also blamed government forces for violating the cessation of hostilities agreement by attacking 

rebel-held positions. 

Meanwhile, government spokesman Arik said South Sudanese Foreign Affairs Minister Barnaba 

Marial Benjamin has been talking to officials at the U.S. embassy in Juba, trying to convince them to 

rescind the executive order or, at the very least, not to implement it. 

 

Although no official death toll has been released, thousands are thought to have died in the fighting 

in South Sudan and more than a million have been forced from their homes. 

Some 800,000 are believed to be internally displaced, with tens of thousands sheltering inside U.N. 

bases and compounds; approximately 250,000 have fled to to neighboring countries. U.N. agencies 

have warned that more than a third of South Sudan's population of nearly 11 million faces face 

severe food insecurity and, unless the fighting stops soon, the country will likely face 

"unprecedented suffering."  
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AFRICA  

ETIOPIA – E’ COMINCIATA OGGI LA PRIMA EDIZIONE DELL’“AFRICAN 

INVESTMENT FORUM” (AIF) DI ADDIS ABEBA, PRESSO LA SEDE DELL’UNIONE 

AFRICANA (UA). 

 

(8.4.2014 – Notiziatio InfoArfrica) 

 

L’evento, che dura fino al 10 aprile, comprende una parte espositiva, una conferenza organizzata su 

diversi temi e incontri business-to-business e business-to-government divisi per aree geografiche. 

Gli organizzatori sono la compagnia tedesca “Trade and Fairs Consulting GmbH, il governo etiopico 

e la “Pan African Chamber of Commerce and Industry”, che ha sede ad Addis Abeba. Il forum è 

patrocinato dall’UA. [CC] 
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SOME PARTNERS ARE MORE EQUAL THAN OTHERS 

 

[Analisi publicata il 4 aprile scorso sul bollettino d'informazione quindicinale 'Africa 

Confidential', specializzato su argomenti e questioni politiche ed edconomiche relative 

al continente edito dalla società britannica Asempa Limited] 

 

The Brussels summit confounds low expectations to produce agreements on security and migration 

but fails again on trade 

 

(9.4.2014 – Notiziatio InfoArfrica) 

 

  

 

Evoking ‘a partnership between equals’, José Manuel Barroso, President of the European 

Commission, celebrated progress on security, migration, trade and development at the end of the 

fourth European Union-Africa summit on 2-3 April in Brussels. However, in a year replete with 

African summits in China, India and the United States, Barroso’s remarks reminded some delegates 

of George Orwell‘s dictum and one quipped that ‘some partners are more equal than others’. 

Contrary to talk of its inexorable demise, the Euro-African relationship was growing stronger, 

Barroso insisted. His African Union counterpart, Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, widely praised for her 

skilful co-chairing of the summit, spoke of the ‘complementary comparative advantages’ that will 

keep Africa and Europe locked together for decades to come. 

 

More diplomatic Eurocrats turned down the volume on political matters and extolled the business 

and security side of relations. The summit produced a 63-clause declaration, as well as special 

provisions for continental cooperation on migration and mobility set out over the next three years. 

Peace and security were the key issues. European officials gave strong backing and some money 

for the campaign to push ahead with the African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises this 

year as well as for the much bigger and longer term African Standby Force (AC Vol 55 No 3, South 

Africa’s volunteer force). Germany is financing a Continental Early Warning System at the AU 

headquarters in Ethiopia. The EU will continue with its Common Security and Defence Policy 

missions and operations such as those in Central African Republic, Congo-Kinshasa, Mali, Niger and  
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Somalia. The new African initiatives are to replace such missions, with bigger countries such as 

Nigeria and South Africa taking the lead. 

 

Somalia’s President Hassan Sheikh Mohamud arrived with a massive delegation, partly to reassure 

Brussels officials after a raft of security and corruption crises in Mogadishu this year, and partly 

from recognition, noted one Somali journalist in Brussels, that the EU has been of far more help 

than the Arab League, to which Somalia belongs. Building on its anti-piracy Operation Atalanta off 

the Somalia coast, the EU wants to extend this framework for regional maritime cooperation to 

protect some of the world’s busiest shipping lanes in the Horn of Africa and the Gulf of Guinea (AC 

Vol 50 No 25, Operation Atalanta in Pirate Alley). Many of the security plans are to back up trade 

relations, which were to the fore at the Business Forum on 31 March-1 April. That was buzzing with 

African, including Zimbabwean, delegations. The big push was for ‘blending’: that is, using public 

finance to bring in private sector investment. 

 

Strategic intelligence 

Barroso said Europe still sends 40% or about 20 billion euros (US$27.43 bn.) of its development aid 

to Africa, despite troubled economic times in southern Europe and a worsening confrontation with 

Russia to the east. The European Commission is to provide €28 bn. for project finance in 2014-20, 

drawing largely on the European Development Fund. The plan is to use it as a way to win private 

finance for big and sustainable projects, in what Barroso calls ‘strategic intelligence’. 

 

Although the summit declaration formalised the EU-AU agreement on more ‘responsible mineral 

sourcing’ and a workable ban on conflict minerals, the bigger question on the African side was 

about how to get foreign companies to set up processing and manufacturing operations. On 

agriculture, Dlamini-Zuma said, ‘we should not make the same mistakes as with mining – letting the 

processing happen elsewhere’. 

 

The run-up to the summit was marked by debate over which presidents were not coming, such as 

South Africa’s Jacob Zuma, Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe (enraged that his wife, Grace Mugabe, was 

denied an invitation) and invalids such as Algeria’s Abdelaziz Bouteflika and Côte d’Ivoire’s Alassane 

Dramane Ouattara. Given the mass policing, road blocks and security lockdown – Brussels veterans 

say the most intense ever – the number of heads of state and government who did make it was 

impressive. 
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Africa Confidential thronged the red carpet to see a relaxed-looking Paul Kagame, smiling Ali Ben 

Bongo Ondimba and fit-looking Denis Sassou-Nguesso arrive from Rwanda, Gabon and Congo-

Brazzaville respectively. Cameroon’s Paul Biya looked at ease along with other leaders meeting 

Belgian King Philippe I at the royal palace. Kagame carefully avoided the demonstrations by 

Rwandan and other activists. 

 

The AU message concentrated on people: ‘Our population pyramids are in reverse, the African 

population standing on its base, the European population standing on its head’, Dlamini-Zuma said 

in her closing remarks. ‘Africa could be the only continent with a young labour force by 2050. If we 

concentrate on skilling-up our people, they will not have to come [into Europe] through Lampedusa 

or the desert… and [more will stay at home, where they] will drive development in Africa.’ 

 

Star turns 

The European star turns were French President François Hollande and German Chancellor Angela 

Merkel, who stood together to announce that, in Hollande’s words, just as France and Germany 

were central to driving forward European policy they could also ‘drive the alliance with Africa’. Fresh 

from announcing a new government led by Prime Minister Manuel Valls and including his ex-partner 

Ségolène Royal, Hollande pointed to CAR, where he emphasised German logistical support for the 

African intervention force. Similar support from other states, such as Britain (represented by 

Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary William Hague) and Luxembourg, was not mentioned. France 

remains the key military player in the EU’s growing interventions: CAR (the new Eurofor, Misca and 

Sangaris) – where only non-EU Georgia is also providing frontline troops to Eurofor – Mali, Somalia 

(EU Navfor) and Libya (EUBAM Libya). 

 

CAR was high on the summit agenda, with transitional President Catherine Samba-Panza in 

attendance and Senegalese-born French Major General Philippe Pontiès outlining details of the new 

EU force that he will command, Eurofor RCA, to be deployed in Bangui. United Nations Secretary 

General Ban Ki-moon was in Brussels for the High-Level Meeting on CAR on 2 April, which was told 

that just 20% of the humanitarian aid committed so far had been delivered. 

 

Another notable, if predictable, absentee was Sudan’s President Omer Hassan Ahmed el Beshir, 

wanted by the International Criminal Court on genocide charges in Darfur. Another ICC target, 

Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta, looked relaxed, despite a spat with Brussels over a visa for his  
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head of security, Edward Mbugua. Many delegates were critical of the tight monitoring of 

delegations and the short-term visas for political and business leaders. ‘The Europeans do 

themselves no favours, it’s much easier to spend time in the US and China,’ commented an African 

business leader. 

 

Not everyone was happy to see each other. Spanish media focused on a clash between Equatorial 

Guinea’s Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo and Spain‘s Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy Brey. They 

had been seated together on the Lusophone table at the banquet on 2 April summit dinner but 

Rajoy declined to break bread with Obiang and was moved. 


